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The role of sensitivity analysis
I With a non-trivial proportion of missing data, our analysis

rests on untestable assumptions about their distribution. E.g.

I Complete records is valid for a regression model if the
probability of a complete record — given the covariates —
does not depend on the outcome (dependent) variable [1].

I ‘Missing At Random’ assumes that, given the observed data
the probability of data being missing does not depend on the
actual, unseen, values.

I However, as all such assumptions are untestable, we should
use sensitivity analysis to explore the robustness of our
conclusions to these assumptions (e.g. see [2]).

I Such sensitivity analyses typically take the form of exploring
the robustness of inferences under contextually plausible
departures from missing at random.
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Sensitivity analysis: two approaches for MNAR settings

1. Selection Models

2. Pattern Mixture Models

(other possibilities include shared parameter models, but we do not
consider them here)

The starting point for all of these is a joint model

f (Y, R | X; ξ)
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Selection Models

These follow naturally from the substantive model, f (Y | X; θS),
and the missing value mechanism, P(R | Y, X; γS), giving

f (Y, R | X; ξ) = f (Y | X; θS)P(R | Y, X; γS).

These first originated in econometrics in the form of Heckman’s
(1976) selection model.

They were developed for longitudinal data in a biostatistical setting
in Diggle and Kenward (1994) [3].
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Pattern Mixture Models

These use the reverse partitioning of the joint distribution:

f (Y | X, R; θP)

and
P(R | X; γP).

giving
f (Y, R | X; ξ) = f (Y | X, R; θP)P(R | X; γP).

These were first introduced by Little (1994) [4] in this context.
Rubin’s classification is developed for pattern mixture models in
Molenberghs et al (1998)[5].
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Which factorisation to use in practice?
Our focus in this talk is missing outcome data in clinical trials.

I Our experience is that those involved running and evaluating
trials have a much better understanding of the (potential)
differences between outcome data for patients who attend /
miss clinic visits, than selection probabilities.

I We therefore work with the pattern mixture approach.

The starting point is missing at random: given baseline, treatment,
and early follow-up data, the distribution of later outcome data is
the same, whether or not it is observed.

Our sensitivity analyses explore the robustness of our conclusions
about treatment effects as we move away from this assumption.

To do this we need additional, external information about the
distribution of the missing data. This can come by making
reference to other groups of patients, or though expert opinion.
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Using a reference based approach: the acupuncture trial

Vickers et al. (2004) [6]
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Using a reference based approach: the acupuncture trial

Vickers et al. (2004) [6]
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The Acupuncture Trial: missing data patterns
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The Acupuncture Trial: analysis

I Estimand: What is the effect of being allocated to
acupuncture? i.e. a treatment policy estimand

I Any analysis must make an untestable assumption about the
unobserved data

I Primary analysis: Missing-At-Random (MAR)
I Multiple Imputation

I Sensitivity analysis: What if the individuals that withdrew
from the trial in the acupuncture arm behaved like those in
the standard care arm?

I Reference Based Multiple Imputation
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The Acupuncture Trial: MAR
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The Acupuncture Trial: MAR
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The Acupuncture Trial: MAR
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The Acupuncture Trial: MAR
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The Acupuncture Trial: Jump to Reference (J2R)
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The Acupuncture Trial: Copy Reference (CR)
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Reference Based Multiple Imputation

I Impute missing data under a reference based assumption
multiple times using a relevant combination of MAR
parameters estimated by arm (Carpenter, Roger, Kenward
2013) [7]:

I Analyse each imputed data set using the analysis model of
interest (used in the primary analysis)

I Obtain one overall treatment effect and estimate of variance
using Rubin’s rules
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Rubin’s Variance: Information-anchored sensitivity analysis

I A loss of information (increase in variance) is inevitable with
missing data: we observe this under MAR

I Sensitivity analyses should not inject information ‘by the back
door’ or ‘throw away’ valuable collected information

I Information-anchored sensitivity analysis: The proportion of
information about the treatment estimate lost due to missing
data is the same as the proportion of information lost due to
missing data in the primary analysis.

I i.e. the proportionate increase in variance due to missing data
in the primary analysis should be seen in the sensitivity
analysis
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Rubin’s Variance: Information-anchored sensitivity analysis

I Reference based MI using the algorithm of Carpenter, Roger
and Kenward (2013) and Rubin’s variance estimate is
information anchored

I See Cro, Carpenter, Kenward (2018) [8] for details.
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Software

I mimix implements reference based multiple imputation in
Stata [9]

I Download in Stata using ssc install mimix

I SAS macro miwithd (James Roger) and the “five macros”
package (DIA working group) available at
www.missingdata.org.uk
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The Acupuncture Trial: taking account of type of
missingness

Reasons:

Stata:
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The Acupuncture Trial: results

Reference based multiple imputation using K=50 imputations.
Analysis model: linear regression of one year headache score on
treatment and randomisation stratification factors.
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Using expert opinion: the IMPROVE trial

I IMPROVE was a multicentre RCT and CEA to investigate
whether EVAR (endovascular aneurysm repair) was effective
and cost-effective versus open repair for patients with
suspected ruptured aortic aneurisms [10]

I Quality of life (QoL) was measured at 3 and 12 months using
the EQ-5D-3L. This was used to calculate the quality adjusted
life years (qaly) using a standard formula.

I The results showed that EVAR led to an increase in average
QoL at both 3 and 12 months post randomisation, and a
reduction in average costs at 12 months.

I This translates to a positive incremental net benefit (INB)1 of
£3877 (95% CI: £253, £7408).

1The difference in Quality Adjusted Life Years (multiplied by £30, 000)
minus the difference in cost.
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IMPROVE trial: Background

I Missing QALY and cost endpoints were anticipated at the
design stage.

I Costs are (largely) collected using case-report forms, and
these can be assumed MAR, because errors are administrative.

I Active steps were taken to reduce the extent of missing data,
e.g. encouraging and assisting patients to complete their
questionnaires during follow-up visits.

I Nevertheless, as QALY is calculated from patient reported
QoL at 3 and 12 months, and we anticipated a higher
proportion of missing data:

I it was decided to include age and Hardman Index in the model
to increase the plausibility of MAR

I nevertheless, there is little evidence in the literature about
whether MAR is plausible.
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Pattern mixture model

Let i index patient, k(i) their treatment group and j follow-up
time.

Focussing on QoL, we adopt a pattern mixture approach:

Y obs
i ,j = xT

i βj + ei ,j

Y miss
i ,j = xT

i βj + ∆k(i),j + ei ,j
(1)

where we assume ∆ is multivariate normal.

With two follow-up times and two treatment groups, we therefore
have 4+10=14 sensitivity parameters.
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Reducing the number of sensitivity parameters

Unfortunately, there are more sensitivity parameters than we can
elicit information on.

Therefore, we make the simplifying assumption that:

I the average difference between observed and missing QoL at 3
months is the same as at 12 months (given baseline)

I costs are missing at random

We then focus on eliciting information about the missing QoL at 3
months.
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Data Elicitation

I We invited 46 experts, trial investigators and co-ordinators
(including surgeons and vascular nurses) from the IMPROVE
trial to complete the questionnaire either on-line or
face-to-face at the 2015 Vascular Society Annual Scientific
Meeting.

I Twenty-six experts completed the survey, 15 face-to-face, 11
on-line

I 17 were doctors and 9 nurses.
I Try the elicitation tool for yourself at:

https://ajm-elicit.shinyapps.io/ElicitAppHighQ5
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Elicitation: results
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Analysis using Bayesian model2[11]

                  Incremental Net Benefits (GBP)

−10000 −5000 0 5000 10000

2122 (−918,5189)0.913     least certain expert

Probability that INB
is positive

(favours eEVAR)

Posterior distribution
with mean and
95% CI marked

Posterior mean
(95% credible interval)

1825 (−850,4488)0.911     most certain expert

Probability that INB
is positive

(favours eEVAR)

Posterior distribution
with mean and
95% CI marked

Posterior mean
(95% credible interval)

     enthusiastic expert

Probability that INB
is positive

(favours eEVAR)

Posterior distribution
with mean and
95% CI marked

Posterior mean
(95% credible interval)

1249 (−2117,4567)0.768     sceptical expert

Probability that INB
is positive

(favours eEVAR)

Posterior distribution
with mean and
95% CI marked

Posterior mean
(95% credible interval)

Extreme sensitivity analysis (MNAR)

Probability that INB
is positive

(favours eEVAR)

Posterior distribution
with mean and
95% CI marked

Posterior mean
(95% credible interval)

2172 (−651,5011)0.934     face−to−face delivery

Probability that INB
is positive

(favours eEVAR)

Posterior distribution
with mean and
95% CI marked

Posterior mean
(95% credible interval)

2189 (−1097,5461)0.908     on−line delivery

Probability that INB
is positive

(favours eEVAR)

Posterior distribution
with mean and
95% CI marked

Posterior mean
(95% credible interval)

1940 (−1274,5201)0.888     nurses

Probability that INB
is positive

(favours eEVAR)

Posterior distribution
with mean and
95% CI marked

Posterior mean
(95% credible interval)

2271 (−701,5254)0.933     doctors

Probability that INB
is positive

(favours eEVAR)

Posterior distribution
with mean and
95% CI marked

Posterior mean
(95% credible interval)

2146 (−899,5210)0.918     all experts

Probability that INB
is positive

(favours eEVAR)

Posterior distribution
with mean and
95% CI marked

Posterior mean
(95% credible interval)

Sensitivity analysis (MNAR)

Probability that INB
is positive

(favours eEVAR)

Posterior distribution
with mean and
95% CI marked

Posterior mean
(95% credible interval)

1994 (−740,4752)0.925Base case analysis (MAR)

Probability that INB
is positive

(favours eEVAR)

Posterior distribution
with mean and
95% CI marked

Posterior mean
(95% credible interval)

2859 (248,5463)0.984Complete Case analysis (CCA)

Probability that INB
is positive

(favours eEVAR)

Posterior distribution
with mean and
95% CI marked

Posterior mean
(95% credible interval)

2676 (0,5355)0.975

2MI would work just as well!
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Discussion: Reference based methods

I The acupuncture trial:
I Results remained consistent when withdrawals in the

acupuncture arm were assumed to behave like SOC patients
I Trial suggests acupuncture is an effective treatment for chronic

headaches
I Attractions/advantages of reference based MI:

I Explicit specification of numerical sensitivity parameters is not
required

I Intuitive and easily accessible assumptions
I Readily incorporate different missing data assumptions for

different groups of patients, and may be used in a more formal
causal way.

I MI avoids having to fit models directly
I Future developments:

I Application to other types of data
I Time-to-event data [12]
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Discussion: Expert elicitation methods

Why involve experts?

I Pros:
I Trial reports are read and interpreted by experts, who use them

for e.g. licensing, funding, and treatment decisions.
I When interpreting trials with missing outcome data, they make

an implicit assumption about the missing values.
I Surely it’s better to try and capture and quantify this?

I Cons:
I How can we reassure ourselves that priors elicited from experts

are clinically meaningful? [13, 14]
I How do we handle the challenge of multiple parameters, and

parameters whose values are difficult to elicit?
I How do we minimize variability across experts, so that the

sensitivity analysis does not end up massively discounting the
observed information?
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Discussion: future research

Methodological

I Pattern mixture approaches seem the most accessible for
missing outcomes in trials; the approach adapts quite readily
for missing covariates [15].

I They can be readily fitted using MI or full Bayesian models.
I The key challenge is the additional information needed, and

how much statistical information we are prepared to forgo in
the sensitivity analysis, relative to the primary analysis.

I A combination of reference based and expert opinion is a
possible way ahead.
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